
GENERATIVE ENGLISH HANDBOOK 

by Herbert R. Eschliman, Central Missouri State College, 
Robert C. Jones, Central Missouri State College, and 

Tommy R. Burkett, Denison University 

This text applies new linguistic approaches to the freshman composition program 

with ma_tenal organized into five sets of rules: the rules of grammar, diction, and 

mechanics to generate correct sentences, and the rules of rhetoric and logic to 
generate effective papers. 

R~les of Grammar. Jhrough a series of kernel rules, transformation rules, lexical 
rues, and graphem1c rules, the_ student learns to recognize and to write basic 

sentence patterns and to add units to these patterns by means of ·transformations. 

The rule, of generative grammar are descriptive rather than merely prescriptive. 

Rules of Diction. Applying the "network theory of tagmemics," any unit of usage 

can be _located on_ a network of five dimensions. The student who understands 

these d1mens1ons 1s able to choose and to use the expressions that are typical 

of the educated or standard written dialect of his section of the country in his 
own generation. 

Rules of _Mechanics. The_ generative grammar approach is here used to describe 

characteristics _of the wnt_ten language. This section includes punctuation, s ell-
1ng, cap1tal1zat1on, abbrev1at1ons, and numbers. p 

Rules of Rhetoric and Logic. Rules of rhetoric help the student generate high

level forms _(paragr_aphs a~d_ essays) tagmemically-by recognizing and select

ing appropnate units to fit into larger patterns (sentences into paragraphs and 

paragraphs_ rnto essays). Rules of logic are also presented within the framework 

of tagmemrc theory, and the traditional logical fallacies are briefly described. 

The instructo(s manual is a valuable supplement to Generative English Hand

book, contarnrng the usual answers-to-exercise-questions plus additional com

ments about the generative grammar approach. Part Two of the manual is really 

a small book of readings-a collection of scholarly articles, or self-contained 

portions of textbooks, on the subjects discussed or the approach taken in the text. 

Copies of the text are available at the instructor's price of 
$3 ._50. Copies of the manual are available at $1.2-'l, Only pre
paid orders can be filled. 
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Old Wine for Young Skins 
By JOHN STREED 

Minnetonka East Junior High School 

I suppose I had better begin by saying something about that 
title, maybe by apologizing for the dreadful pun on the Biblical 
verses. I_ guess it was stretching a bit to try to get that old 

·1 saying to cover a modern situation .... Perhaps I should have 

l 
picked something like "Our vines have tender grapes." That would 
have been more dignified and would have made much the same point. 
And the point is this: junior high people are tender. In some 
respects they are pretty'tough, but in other ways they have very 
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delicate systems, at least many of them do, and good literature, as 
you know, can sometimes be pretty strong drink. It shquld, there
fore, be given to the students very carefully, not slowly, neces
sarily, not adulterated, not disguised. Just carefully. With 
full regard for little experience, but much imagination; for very 
circumscribed Ii terary backgrounds, but very g·ood brains. I am 
afraid, though, that often either the wine sours or the skins 
split in spite of our best efforts--or perhaps because of them. 
I know I've often done the wrong thing in the ten years that I 
have taught. I'm not sure I really would care to know how many 
times the wine has turned to vinegar in my hands. Still, I was 
asked to explain how I go about the business, and so I will. 

,l 

First, in order to provide some context, I will describe our 
curriculum and tell you something of our school. Then I will des
cribe, briefly, how I teach three readings: Job; Oedipus, and 
Beowulf. I will make some remarks about various teaching techni
ques~ and I will conclude by mentioning some issues that still 
puzzle me a bit. I 
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I teach only ninth grade, and the ninth grade in our district 
has the traditional three-way curriculum: language, literature, 
and composition. The latter two have a way of fusing together, I 
find, and it is often hard to draw the line between them. 

There is a curriculum guide which was written by teachers who 
are employed for that purpose during vacation times. It has been 
in use for about seven years now. • 'Ibe 1i terature portion of the 
ninth grade curriculum is titled, a little presumptuously, "An 
Overview of Western Literature." The material in it is arranged 
into four units: ancient, classical, medieval, and early modern 
or Renaissance. Some readings are required; supplementary readings 
and theines are suggested. 

It is expected that the whole thing will take from 16 to 18 
weeks, but it usually takes longer for me. In mv classes, the 
major readings are·Job and portions of the.Iliad in the first 
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unit; Oedipus, a novel about ancient Rome, and some pass_ages from , 
the New Testament in the classical unit; Beowulf, parts of the 
Arthurian legend, and Everyman for the third; and Marlowe's Dr. I 
Faustus for the Renaissance. It is quite a line-up for the ninth 
grade, but we believe it is suitable for our school. [ 

Minnetonka East Junior High School is a new suburban school 
of the neo-sprawl style of architecture. It holds about 200 
ninth graders. Almost all of these students live in nice houses, 
and almost all of them are clean and well-dressed, the average 
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IQ is about 113, and about 80% of them will start coHege. There I 
is pressure to succeed in school, and there is not m1;1ch of a dis- •

1
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cipline problem. My idea of a crisis, for example, 1s to_have a 
kid not show up if I tell him to stay after school. All in all, 
our students are capable and hard-working. It is, I suppose, an 
average suburban school. And I suppose also that the attitudes ( 
toward literature are average. That is to say, the students are 
like their parents -- there is no generation gap here -- they i 
sort of grow up assuming that English 1i terature in general and I 
the classics in particular. are kind of a necessary eyil. Litera- i' 
ture in their view, is a little hard to understand and a little 
irrelevant. It is O.K. for the connoisseur but business is .I 

f 
business and there are more important things. 

The sharp edge of this view may be seen in a remark by an 
editor of a college newspaper. This young man, one of the stu
dent activists of our time, said, regarding his coHege studies, 
"I don't want to spend. time on things like the humanities. I 
want to find out why people are bad and then change them." Now, 
most of us would say that that man has turned his back on some 
of the answers he's seeking. At least, three or four thousand 
years of thinking can't be altogether worthless. But hi 7 views 
are probably set; he's not a likely prospect for conversion. 
There are, however, people who are, people who are 7ti~l•open to 
our influence. They are in junior high school and it 1s our 
great privilege to teach them. For my part, I want to teach them 
to enjoy--and value--the taste of that old wine. 

My students first taste Job. There is, however, a general 
introduction to the whole program before we begin the readings. 
In this general introduction, I say that.there are some is 7ues 
that seem to interest almost everyone, ninth graders and ninth 
grade teachers as well. Deep in their hearts, _most people, at ,. 
least once in a while do wonder "what really is right and wrong?" 
"Why am I the way I a~?" "Is there a God?" "What's it all about~,, 
anyway?" These questions I call deep questions, and I say that • 
people all over the world think about them, and that people 
thought about them three and four thousand years ago. It_is good,( 
I tell my students, to know something about these o;her v1e~s, for,. 
they can. serve as both grounds for and tests of ones own views. 
And with not much more of an introduction than that we turn to [ 
Job. 
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I give a short talk on the beginnings of civilization and Jew
ish history. I say that the Jews developed a very hard, cle~r no
tion of a God and that they believed that their God was particular
ly concerned with His "chosen people." But the chosen people had 
rough going -- they still do -- and somehow the sons of Abr~am 
had to figure out how and why this great and good God let his 
children suffer so. The problem, early in Jewish history, took 
shape as a story, a story of a wealthy and happy man, a good man, 
who suffered terribly. Why? And in a larger sense, why does any 
good man, or any man at all, suffer? Why, for example, if there 
is a God, does he allow Viet Nam? Or divorce? Or two of our 
students to drag their cerebral palsied bodies thro1,lh the hallways 
of our nice school? It is, of course, an old question. Old for 
mankind; old, presumably, for you. But not for the ninth graders 
I teach. For them it is strikingly new, it is almost daring, and, 
for a while, it is relevant. 

We don't read all of Job, just the beginning, the first cycle 
of speeches, Elihu's speech, and the ending. That's twenty-five 
out of forty-two chapters. It takes a bit over a week to get 
through. I assign a few chapters, give a quick ~review, and ma~e 
sure the students begin reading before the hour 1s over. That ~s 
important. I find that when the students get started on a reading 
in class, they are much more likely to finish it.on their o~n than 
if they wait till after supper to start. The next day we discuss 
the assigned chapters and read some more. By discussion I mean 
that I ask them to tell me what has happened in the narrative. Or 
I read certain lines and ask the students to explain. I try to 
squeeze the answers out of the students, but if that doesn't work, 
I answer myself. Generally, they answer. I add background and 
cross references when appropriate. 

In the discussion I particularly try to bring out two things. 
The first is the idea of gaining wisdom through suffering. Job 
does. The other is this matter of God and evil. To the question, 
"Why does Job suffer?" the book gives three answers; better, one 
explanation, one answer, and a response. These three ~ogether 
serve as the subject o·f the paper that the students write. They 
are.told almost exactly what to say. The number of paragraphs and 
the topic of each one is specified. I provide class time to write 
a good share of the theme. 

Another of our readings is Oedipus the King; we use the Knox 
translation. A filmstrip and my elaboration start it off. Then 
I say that the Greeks liked to watch such plays, and I give some 
description, not much, of the Greek theat~r. My aim_is to sho~ 
that the Greeks thought the theater very important; it was a big 
part of the lives of a great many Greeks. I also try to give. 
some notion of "catharsis" and ''hybris"; the former seems to in
terest the students, and the latter is the heart of the play. It 
is also related to the theme of wisdom through suffering, and 
along about now, a few of these young men and women are beginning 
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to get that point. The excellent introduction to the Knox paper
back says much the same thing 50 the students get the Oedipus 
legend twice before they begin reading. It helps them to grasp 
the irony which I stress as we go along. 

We read through the play fast, in three or four days. I ask 
the students to read it through in one sitting if possible and 
most.of them do. It's quite a different thing from Job; it goes 
considerably faster. I read most of the lines out loud in class 
and provide commentary when I can't draw interpretations and re
spo~ses from the ~la~s. As we move toward the end of the play, I 
begin to ask_wh~ is it that all t~ese things happen to Oedipus? 
Whose fault is it anyway that he is the way he is? The students 
get pretty excited about this matter of responsibility, of fixed 
fate or free will. Should Oedipus be blamed for his pride? 
Should a lazy or troublesome student be blamed for his character? 
Is the bad boy responsible for his badness? Or the good for his 
goodness? Should the "A" student or the athlete be congratulated 
for his achievement? Look around you, I tell the students. Look 
within. Fixed fate or free will? 

A paper is assigned for this unit also. The student has a 
choice of topics: fixed fate and free will or irony and paradox 
in Oedipus. 

The Beowulf lesson is the third one I'll describe. The intro
duction this time compares Beowulf with the Iliad, the Anglo-
Saxon with ~h7 heroic.Greek. I make the point that some pretty 
t~ugh old Vikings seemed to find a place for poetry in their 
11 ves, not because they got good grades in school but because 
poetry_was not part of school. Rather, it was a part of life, 

; makes a full year -- and one that is never boring -- for me. 
~ 

I Let me now quickly mention some other principles or techni
ques that I find useful. 

f Introductions to the different readings are necessary; it 

I doesn't help to start cold. But they should be short, I think; 
only enough to give the student some kind of social and histori

j cal content for that particular work. One or two dates, some 
events or anecdotes, and some idea of what to expect when they be

I gin to read. A contest and a preview, that's about it. I don't 
/ think a quantity of critical detail is important. 
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Nor do I think a mass of detail important in the discussions. 
In fact, all things considered, available time, student interest, 
etc., an exhaustive commentary, line upon line, is simply exhaus
ting.• I like it but the kids don't care for it. One of them told 
me once, after we had finished the Iliad unit, "Don't drag it out 
so much. Just let us enjoy it." I"aina'ware of a strong counter
argument here; there is a place for close reading. But it can 
get out of hand. 

Whenever possible, I try to bring some poetry into the unit. 
f Maybe just a few lines to highlight something. This seems to 

work better than collecting all the poems into a poetry unit. 

A-V aids are a problem. It wouldn't be too hard nowadays to 
throw together a real floor show instead of an intellectual activ
ity. But some things do have their place. I've mentioned my use 
of film strips; I consider them to be guides, previews. And, by 
the way, I have a small question ~ere. I sometimes wonder if a 
strong pictorial preview, such as a film or filmstrip, might limit 
the imagination later on during the reading? I don't know, but m~ch lik 7 the theater was a part of Greek life. Again, I use a 

film st~ip before we start to read. (That is, I did until it got 
lost this year.) We are able to read a prose version first. The I have wondered. 

students go through it easily enough; it's "neat," they say; I I 
think the gore attracts them. Then we read a modern poetry trans- f I use art work whenever possible to enrich a unit, and I try 

lation and during this we stop to take a closer look at some of to play some music for the readings. For example, we read about 

the lines. Finally, using the NCTE pamphlet, we look at a page • the battle between Achilles and Hector in the.Iliad, and the read-

of the real thing, and I either play a recording of someone read- ) ing includes Hector's farewell to his wife and infant son. I have 

ing the original, or I read it myself just to get the flavor of it. ·1 a photograph of a departing Marine carrying a rifle saying good-
' bye to his weeping little son. I post it with the title "Hector 
/ bids farewell to his son." And I put the Dali painting of The 

Again the paper. Last year the topic was Christian and pagan 
features of Beowulf. This year it was fatalism in Beowulf. In 
both cases the assignment was tight, as were the earlier ones. 

These three units are 
ment. As the school year 
on the papers, and at the 
length. 

typical except for the written require
flies on, I am less and less restrictive 
end I don't even specify a topic or 

I have 
curriculum 

described only three units. More are listed in the 
guide, and others find their way into English 9. It 
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. ·Last· Supper on the bulletin board when we read portions of tile 
( New Testament. As for music, "The Pines of Rome" goes with the 

''j• Roman unit, and the prelude to "Parsifal" goes with the legend of 
f the Holy Grail. The student may doodle, read, even sleep while 

I

. the music is on. I won't say much more about art and music be
cause there's not much more to say. I'm neither artist nor 

( musician. Just say I'm working on it, and let it go at that. 

Recordings? I'm not so sure. Most of the time, I would 
rather read myself. For one thing, I can do as well -- so can 
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you -- as some of the perfonners, especially the scholars and the' 
authors. Secondly, I find that students don't pay as much atten. 
tion to a disembodied voice ringi.ng around the room as ~hey do to I 
me. But I do play tapes of Everyman and Dr. Faustus while the 
students read along in their own books. j 

When I do read out loud in class, I try to dramatize as much 
as I can. Frankly, I act, I try to make a good show of it. I 
don't, but I try. Let's be honest: most of us are a little 
h:=unmy, and i~ is kind of fun. More importantly, though, effe·c
tive, dramatic oral interpretation adds to the impression the 
work makes on the student. Furthermore, to use again the opening 
metaphor, good wine deserves a little ceremony. • 

The students keep a little time-line, about 411 .x •44"~ on I 
which they record principal dates and eras. This is kept all 
ye~r and. ad~i tions are inade with each unit. However, the students. 
t~ink this is a real lemon, and I'll have to either drop it or l 
find a better way of handling it. They make simple maps, too. 

1 
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The things we read, however well learned by the students, 
s?rt of float around in their heads unless fixed some place in 
time.and space. That's why I have time-lines and maps. But the :

1 readrngs must be related to the here and now also. Accordingly, 
I make contemporary applications and interpretations whenever it ,· 
see~ a~propriate. This helps, I think, and it is easy·to do. 
But it is easy to overdo, too. It's one thing to compare the 
later Roman Empire with the United States, perhaps to illustrate, 
perhaps to warn. It's quite another thing to ramble on about how 
everything is going to the dogs these days, and kids don• t work ,., 
~or their money, and teenagers drive too fast and pro football j 
is really a gladiator contest, and you ought to study harder, etc; 
I have to watch it; I find myself prone to preaching when I make r 
c?ntemporary applications and interpretations. And God knows that/ 
will sour the wine as fast as anything. 

A word ?n. testin?. I do~' t. Occasionally I use a pop quiz to ,I 
encourage diligence in keeping up on assigned reading, but that'sf 
all. No tests. I mark the paper, and that I s about the whole unil 
ma:k. And as fo: papers, I mark just a few things on each paper, 'i 
things that I think a student can.correct or improve and remember\ 
that he has done so. The student must revise these items then 
bef?re the grade is recorded in the red book. Sometimes they 
revise each other's papers. Sometimes I write a sample theme to 
show them how it 's done. I won't say . any more because my subject- .. ·• 
is literature, not composition. ( 

Toward the end of the year I have the students fill out a 
questionnaire anonymously. In this way, I am able to partially 
see the class and myself through the minds of the students. I as 
for their views on the class, the readings, the activities, even 
myself. It is a very illuminating experience! 
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Briefly, this is how I teach literature. Clearly, it is 
noth~ng spectacular, just the work of an ordinary teacher. But 
there are two points to make about it. 

In all of this, I haven't really come anywhere near the heart 
of the whole thing. Techniques, aids, assignments -- all of 
these are, in a sense, peripheral, important but more or less 
dependent on the heart of teaching which is, I believe, the re
lationship between the student and the teacher. And so far as 
I can see, there is no one right relationship; the tyrant and the 
friend may both be equally good teachers. This leads to my next 
point. 

Teaching 
or teaching. 
manner. All 
I hope these 

is an art. And there is no single right way in art 
You may go about your work in an entirely different 

the'better. But if your style is akin to mine, then 
remarks have been of value to you. 

I conclude by considering two matters that puzzle me. Many 
things puzzle me, but these two are particularly relevant to teach
ers of literature. If they concern me, it is altogether pos
sible that they concern you also. I therefore mention them now. 

The first matter is this: Where do my own views fit in? At 
present, I accept two contradictory answers. On the one hand, 
I agree with those who say the teacher's job is to present, to 
guide, to open doors, to teach, not preach. And in line with 
that, I agree that I am to be objective and impartial. I must 
not impose my views on that captive audience. In fact, unless the 
class specifically asks, they shouldn't even know my views. I 
may believe in free will, but the class should .never know it from 
the way I teach the Iliad. In other words, while I am teaching 
something, I am at that time the spokesman, the advocate of the 
author. That is the only fair way. 

On the other hand, I agree with those who say, "Let's be 
honest; no one is objective. We all have our starting points, 
our perspectives, our "biases" is a word that is often used. 
To be really honest according to this view, a teacher should 
announce his views at the start of a course. Let the teacher 
say, "I am an atheist." "I am a Catholic." "I am a fatalist." 
"I am thus and so." One's views will shape and affect one's work 
anyway,so why not be open and at least warn the student? Let 
him be on guard. That is the only fair way. 

Since the choice of either of these positions will obviously 
make a great deal of difference to what goes on in the classroom, 
I am anxious to get the matter settled. But I can't. 

The second puzzlement is a related matter. Here the problem 
is not, "What's the answer?" I have an answer, I think. The prob
lem is what to do. Consider: reading literature brings know-
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ledge. Obviously. And I think most of you would agree with 
Bacon that "Knowledge is power." 

Yet l also believe with Lord Acton that "Power corrupts and 
absolute power ... " you know how it goes. Well then, does this 
mean that the two sayings may be combined to say that knowledge 
corrupts? That learning -- a little or a lot -- is a dangerous 
thing? That the more successful we teachers are, the more harm 
we do? Hard questions, and I am inclined to answer, reluctantly, 
it seems that way. And if I do, what then? This issue doesn't 
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Recommendations for an 
English Faculty Seminar 

By DAVID V. HARRINGTON and ELMER F. SUDERMAN 
Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter 

seem to have the immediate relevance of the other, but it is a 
little unsettling, nevertheless. After all, what are our goals in I 
teaching literature? 

Most small college English departments succeed rather well in 
acquiring as diversified a faculty as possible. Even the smallest 
college will advertise that it needs an American literature spe
cialist or a medievalist or a linguist, rather than merely a 
college English teacher. In addition, except for a very provin
cial school, members of the department have rather different 
academic backgrounds, e~pecially in graduate training. Such 

Maybe you can give me some light. Or maybe you don't think 
these are real problems. Either way, you and I have grave respon
sibilities and great opportunities. I wish us every advantage 
and, for better or for worse, all possible success. 

John Streed gave this talk at the NCTE Junior High English 

Teachers Conference in March 1968, in Minneapolis. 

MCTE ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

APRIL 25 - 26... . ..... GOLDEN VALLEY 

NATIONAL CONFERENCE 

1972. . MINNEAPOLIS 
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variety is consciously striven for with a healthy purpose in mind, 
even though some specialists are often unavailable. The greater 
the range of special interests and types of academic preparation, 
the richer and more comprehensive the program the department can 
offer. The liberal arts spirit which pervades most English depart
ments, regardless of the type of school they are in, implies a_ 
continuing debate, a cross-fertilization of'sorts, an interaction 
between people with differing assumptions, differing disciplines, 
engaged in what we like to think of as a friendly, even somewhat 
relaxed, struggle to get at the heart of vital questions. 

Even the smallest units of organization in higher education, 
however, have great difficulty maintaining meaningful and produc
tive communication. The problem of keeping up is just as important 
in the good small coHege as in the most ambitious graduate school. 
Some of us decry "publish or perish" policies as necessitating 
over-specialization; but whether a person writes or not,he must 

~ specialize to a considerable extent to maintain contr~l over his 
I subject matter as it is understood by his contemporaries. But 

( 

this special:i.zation brings us back to our earlier problem. At a 
time when there is much lamenting the inability of scientists to 

, understand humanists, and vice versa, it should be observed that 
l even among experienced English teachers, it is not easy for the 
t American literature specialist to understand the medievalist, for 

I the modern grammarian to understand the critical theorist, for 
the literary historian to understand the aesthetician. These are 
not mutually exclusive approa.ches to study_ in English. They 

r

. should be complementary. But a constant exchange of ideas is 
necessary for one to see the relationships, to see how the differ-

• ent schools of thought interact. Members of English departments 
f need frequent opportunities to listen to each other's ideas in 

organized, rational, uninterrupted presentations. It is profes
sionally disastrous to remain aloof from or arrogant towards an 
unfamiliar specialty. Thus,a very good school could have a staff 
of superbly qualified people in a variety of specialized areas, I 

( 
all working very hard, but not knowing much about what each of the 
others is doing. 
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